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The conflict of interest of financial conglomerate refers to when it does different 
financial business at the same time, such as bank, securities, insurance etc., its benefit 
and other parties' benefit it represents conflicts with each other because the role of 
service provider is diversified and coincident and the information is dissymmetric 
between the service provider and the clients. The conflict is not the characteristic of 
financial conglomerate, but this kind of management makes the conflict of interest 
more complicated and concealable. It is a great probability to bring great risk if the 
behavior subject makes an unreasonable choice confronting with the conflict of 
interest, which will affects the stabilization of the financial order seriously and 
endanger the interest of shareholders, creditors and clients etc. Therefore, it is 
necessary to supervise the conflict of interest of financial conglomerate through the 
laws or regulations 
The paper includes three parts. Chapter one generalizes conflict of interest of 
financial conglomerate, expounds its characteristic and representative forms, at the 
same time analyses the reason why the conflict of interest of financial conglomerate is 
generated and its harm, and finally indicates it is necessary to supervise it; chapter two 
discusses how to externally supervise conflict of interest of financial conglomerates, 
dissertates it in several aspects thereinafter, the mechanism of supervision, the market 
access of the conglomerates, the system of information disclosure, the mechanism of 
Fire Wall, the supervision of the senior managers; chapter three discusses how to 
prevent and regulate the harm of conflict of interest through the internal governance 















establishment of scientific organization, the improvement of principal-agent 
relationship and the moral cultivation to the staff, the secrecy of the clients' 
information, and the effective mechanism of internal control. At last, conclusion 
generalizes the whole paper, expressing the cognition and attitude to conflict of 
interest of financial conglomerate, generalizing the measures and approaches to 
supervise the conflict of interest. 
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限制。2005 年新修订的《证券法》第 6 条和 2003 年的《商业银行法》第 43 条


















































融集团监管》（Supervision of Financial Conglomerates）的 终文件中将金融集团
                                                        
① 桂荷发．金融集团的发展与监管[M]．北京：经济管理出版社，2004．1． 









































                                                        
① Annex A of Framework for Supervisory Information Sharing paper, in Supervision of Financial Conglomerates, 
Papers Prepared by the Joint Forum on Financial Conglomerates, February1999,63. 
② International Organization of Securities Commissions, Principles for the Supervision of Financial 
Conglomerates, 1992, 3. 
③ European Commission, Towards an EU Directive on the Prudential Supervision of Financial Conglomerates, 
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